DIRECTIONS - THE BLUE TRAIN
SA-RAIL

Here, we will book you for the most luxurious train travel experience you can get in South Africa. With SA-Rail services, you can book your
luxury ticket for The Blue Train, Rovos Rail and Premier Classe. We specialize in ensuring classic luxury train travel South Africa.

THE BLUE TRAIN LOUNGE

PRETORIA STATION
CORNER PAUL KRUGER & SCHEIDING STREET
1. Eeufees turn-off from M1
2. Right at T-junction
3. Left at M1 / M3 - Pretoria
4. Left M1 Pretoria
5. Left at Scheiding Street
6. Left into station
7. The Blue Train Lounge

THE BLUE TRAIN LOUNGE
CAPE TOWN

Following the upgrade of the Cape Town Station and in an effort to improve and allow for a smooth running of the drop-off &
pick-up at The Blue Train’s Pre-departure Lounge, the following has been proposed:
Drop-off:
During drop-off, all transfers will be allowed into the bus designated area to drop-off the guests. All vehicles are immediately clear
the area after drop-off.
Pick-up:
During pick-up, all transfers need to park at a designated holding area in the station, in front of the Train Lodge - which is the
designated parking area for The Blue Train Lounge (please see attached map). When the train arrives at the station, The Blue
Train’s consultants will telephone the Lodge officials to advise the drivers of the train’s arrival and that access has been granted
for them to move into the bus designated area to pick up their guests. A 30-minute window period will be allowed for this
process.
Kindly take note of the following:
The approach into the Cape Town Blue Train’s Pre-departure Lounge from Old Marine Drive has been closed with immediate
effect for access control. Access to the Lounge can only be made via Civic Avenue (off Hertzog Boulevard) as follows:
1) Approach from the Cape Town International airport - Get onto the N2 Highway which becomes Nelson Mandela Boulevard.
Take the exit onto Hertzog Boulevard and turn left into Civic Avenue and right again at the T -junction which is Old Marine Drive.
At the boom gate mention to the guards that it is a Blue Train drop-off / pick-up.
2) Approach for the City Centre or V & A Waterfront - Take the Heerengracht Street and turn into Hertzog Boulevard. Follow
Hertzog Boulevard underneath the Civic Centre and turn right at the traffic lights (just after the Civic Centre) into Civic Avenue.
Turn right at the T- junction which is Old Marine Drive. At the boom gate mention to the guards that it is a Blue Train drop-off /
pick-up

